WHAT
WE
DO
Founded in 2011, PicoBong™
has been one of the fastest
growing sex toy brands in its
category, steering curious
beginners toward vibrantly
tasteful (and ultraaffordable!) products that
allow them to explore their
sexuality in comfortable, yet
exhilarating new ways.
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In 2014 we
introduced
Transformer™, the
ﬁrst-ever truly
gender-neutral
sex toy!
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It’s simple: we think quality
pleasure (whatever shape it
takes) should be fun, ﬂexible
and accessible to everyone and
anyone, so we went ahead and
made quality products that are
fun, ﬂexible, take some pretty
unusual shapes, and are
affordably priced.

We make all our products from premium quality materials without the premium prices;
from the smallest butt plug to the longest double-ended dildo, we are constantly improving
our catalogue with products that are as twisted as your imagination!
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Who says powerful
equals noisy? Our toys
max at 50dB―about the
same as a whisper―but
we can’t be responsible
for the noises you
make!
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Why can’t someone’s ﬁrst experience with a vibe be a
great one? It’s a misconception that toys for ﬁrst-time
buyers need to be weaker; so we took our 5 signature
products―HONI™ Bullet Vibe, MAHANA™ Duo Vibe,
IPO™ Finger Vibe, TANO™ Plug Vibe and KIKI™ Mini
Vibe―and then added a lot more oomph!
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The result: our new PicoBong™ POWER UP™ series.
With twice the power in the same discreet designs,
they promise even more bang for your buck!
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SPREADING
GOOD VIBES
WORLDWIDE
PicoBong™ is not afraid to be bold and experimental. From the very beginning, PicoBong™ has been looking for new and
unusual collaborators―after all; sometimes sex can be pretty new and unusual! As the pioneering, socially-progressive
sex toy company it is, PicoBong™ has sponsored and contributed to some fantastic initiatives, including Harvard Sex Week,
the Movember Foundation and Shanghai’s Design Art and Fashion Fair (DAFF). Earlier in 2015, PicoBong™ sponsored the 7th
Annual Trans Erotica Awards (TEA), released Transformer™―the ﬁrst gender-neutral sex toy― and also collaborated with
Veronica Vain, Kissa and Johnny Sins to ﬁlm a porn movie of our own writing!
With features in ELLE, Glamour, the Guardian, Cosmopolitan, Bustle, Elite Daily, Vice, even CNN, plus dozens of industry
and non-industry-related outlets, PicoBong™’s voice continues to grow―so come along and join the chorus!
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